I agree with much of what Iran’s President Ahmadinejad said about moving Israel. Israel is indeed largely the product of the holocaust, broken promises and a guilty European conscience. Of course, there is also the American factor that keeps the cauldron boiling.

I have long entertained an idea similar to Ahmadinejad’s: Offering the Israelis a home – in Canada! They could either be scattered across the country or be offered a homeland of their choice within Canada, where they could live according to their own culture. Our climate should not be a drawback, for Jews have come to Israel from every climate in the world, including Russian.

Jews would make just the kind of immigrants Canada needs: skilled, educated, intelligent, productive, artistic, scientific. You name it and the shoe fits. A perfect fit and an obvious solution! It would bring the world, including the Jews, a measure of peace, and benefit Canada immensely. We should welcome them with open arms. More than that. We should invite them, aggressively so.